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About This Game

everybody's sad is a a weird, therapeutic, kinetic VR experience about learning to balance self care and care for others. Use
intuitive motion and pose-based controls to make sad, alive objects happy! But who will make you happy?

We wanted to provide players with an experimental VR experience that pushes the envelope of what VR games can be. By
making players use their voices and bodies in new ways, we provide them with a more immersive experience in which they can

discover the delicate balance between caring for others and themselves. Through this game, we wanted to emphasize the
importance of balancing caring for others and caring for yourself, as well as innovating what games can do in VR.
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Update Information 1.9.1 (December 28th, 2017):
- We've fixed an error: when you open your saved game files with the language setting other than Japanese at the configuration,
some wording in the games are replaced with English.

- We've fixed an error: when you use WAV format for BGM instead of OGG format, it sometimes freezes while loop playing.

- We've fixed an error: when you export your project file using Unity Exporter to the same folder continuously, it deletes added
users' materials in the project file.

- We've fixed an error: when you place a stairs block and a map object with "Allow Underpass" next each other, sometimes the
player cannot go up/down the stairs.. Update Information (January 30th, 2018):
Updated on January 30th, 2018
Update Information

SMILE GAME BUILDER ver1.10.0

Skybox feature has been implemented in the map settings.

Skybox tab in the resource archives has been added and users' original materials can be imported.

Building light option has been added in the map settings.

The colors of lights option and the directions of shadows option have been added in the map settings.

During the game play, if the player chooses "Exit Game" in the menu, it returns to the title screen.

Exporter for Unity 1.1.0

The specification of "Divide Scenes for Each Map" feature has been changed.One map will be exported as a scene for
Unity.
The terrains and map objects will be placed in the scenes, so you can customize it with lighting effects, post effects and
so on.

We've fixed an error: during battles, characters with abnormal state stand up just a second when they're attacked.

. Update Information (May 18th, 2018):
Updated on May 18th, 2018
Bug Fix Infomation
SMILE GAME BUILDER ver1.11.1

We've fixed an error: when the party train moves to other maps, it didn't work properly.

We've fixed an error: Game Over Setting didn’t work properly under certain conditions.

. 1.7.0.10 Updated Information May 8th, 2017:
Updated: May 8th, 2017
Bug Fixes

We've fixed an error; when you overwrite 3D characters from importing, the overwrite processes sometimes don't work
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properly.

We've fixed an error on Monster Tab; when you double click the option after select "Escape" of monster's action, it
gives you an error.

We've fixed an error of "Teleport Event" panel; after you erase the teleporting target event on the map, an error message
will appear when you start editing the event including the "Teleport Event" panel. This event cannot be edited anymore.

 We've adjusted the button of "Continue" on the top screen.

We've fixed an error; when you use the 3D battle background "Fortress", the characters are placed in the ground during
the battle.

\Variable[x], represent a variable content with in the sentence, can be used on "Display Ticker Test" panel.

We've fixed an error on an event panel, "Advanced Variable Box Option"; if assigned characters or items were deleted
from "Edit Game Data", these events might not be able to edit.

We've fixed the priority usage of system images; use placed materials within the game such as "Game Over" image.

We've fixed an error; when you change the configuration from the top screen, it doesn't reflect it for the game.

. Update Information (March 15th, 2018):
Updated on March 15th, 2018
Update Information

SMILE GAME BUILDER Ver.1.10.2

We've fixed an error: the scrollbar in the event editor doesn't display or work properly.

We've added a feature: you can update your game file thumbnail on the top menu by right-clicking the preview screen of
Edit Game Data > Title Screen.

We've fixed an error: if you have changed DPI settings of Windows, the main window is disarranged when you export
the preset materials.

We've fixed an error: when you select "Choose from the Installed Font" in "In-Game Font Style", playtests sometimes
process very slow.

We've fixed an error: when you move from a map to another without darken the screen, the player faces the south
direction a moment.

We've fixed an error: during a playtest in FPS mode, if there are events with a battle effect icon or an emotion icon, the
mirrored icon has been displayed at the opposite direction.

We've fixed an error: during a playtest in FPS mode, if you move the playtest window, the player cannot make turns
properly.

We've fixed an error: even in FPS mode, the mouse cursor will be displayed in the title screen.

We've fixed an error: even in FPS mode, the mouse cursor will be displayed during battles.

We've fixed an error: if a monster's resistance was set to "Heal" and a critical attack was performed by a party member,
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the monster gets the damage from it.

We've fixed an error: cross map objects overhead if 'Allow Underpass' (in Add Assets) is set.

We've fixed an error: when you use the renaming resource file name feature, it doesn't rename the def file.

We've fixed an error: some parts of stairs and slopes had a wrong passage determination.

We've fixed an error: when you run a common event, Move to Another Location, from a map event, the rest of the
events are not executed.

We've fixed an error: you cannot select motions for 2D graphics on the event panel "Change Character Graphics".

Exporter for Unity 1.1.1

We've fixed an error: when it's dividing motions using def files, it doesn't take into account its frame rate.

We've fixed an error: when a character has multiple meshes, display and hidden didn't work properly.

We've fixed an error: when you play FPS mode on a smartphone, the player can only speak to events which are facing
the north direction.

We've fixed an error: the diagonal moves cannot be achieved on the Xbox game pad.

We've fixed an error: motioned map objects only repeat one time.

We've fixed a feature: when you build games for PC, the window can be switched to a full screen mode by pressing F4
or Alt+Enter.

We've fixed an error: the drawing priorities of billboard characters were different from PC.

We've fixed a feature: fogs can be achieved.

We've fixed an error: characters that were made by 3D Character Editor don't play their motions.

We've fixed an error: some preset 3D materials don't play their motions properly.

We've fixed an error: the shake effect level was different from PC.

We've fixed an error: after event battles, the event cannot move from its coordinates.

We've fixed an error: after losing event battles, it sometimes crushes in the middle of the branch.

We've fixed an error: if the names of maps contain “<” or “>”, sometimes it fails to create map folders for mesh and
material.

. 1.0.6.1 Updated Information December 26th, 2016:
Updated: December 26, 2016
Bug Fixes

 We've fixed an error of when deleting preset data such as characters, items, skills or monsters from "Edit Game Data",
it shows an error message.
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 We've fixed an error of when you set the decimal point as "," (comma) in the Windows setting, 3D item data cannot be
imported properly.

 We've fixed an error; in the 3D battle setting, characters equip weapons and armors without their 3D models are chosen
which gives you an error message when the battle starts.

. Slayer Shock SMILE GAME BUILDER Update Information: January 23rd, 2019:
Updated on January 23rd, 2019
Update Information

SMILE GAME BUILDER ver1.11.4

- We've fixed an error: it didn't work when you select "Leader Only" in Revive Setting of Game Over Setting.

- We've fixed an error: some GPUs make the editor terrain cursor shift/blink.

- We've fixed an error: when you use "Escape Loop" in multiple loops, it escapes after the next first "End Loop".

- We've fixed an error: some GPUs make a graphic left in the preview window, even if you delete a member in the
"Starting Party".

- We've fixed an error: "Heal by x% of Magic Attack" didn't work properly on the field maps.

- We've fixed an error: in the English version, the sentence when an event template was switched into an advanced event
is grammatically incorrect.

- We've fixed an error: a sample model, B3_Castle.fbx, is now FBX2014 Binary format.

- We've fixed an error: it gives you an error when you cancel the overwrite save in the 3D Character Editor.

- We've fixed an error: the "Monster Position" button in the event panel, "Place Battle", can be clicked even if the battle
setting is the 2D battle system.

- We've fixed: if it fails to save the data during the saving process, you can choose to revive the last saved data.

- We've implemented: you can search event contents by text using "Event Search" window if you press Ctrl+F during the
map editing.

Exporter for Unity 1.1.2

- We've fixed an error: an import error shows up when you import exported project data using Unity2017.2.

- We've fixed an error: an import error shows up when you import a model which contains more than 32 materials.

- We've fixed: now you cannot export Unity project data in the game file folder.

- We've fixed an error: if a model containing material animations is placed as an event, it doesn't animate properly.

. DLC：Dignified Fantasy Music Vol.2 Released!:
This “Dignified Fantasy Music Vol.2” is a music resource pack which can be used for the traditional world of fantasy RPGs.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/679610/Dignified_Fantasy_Music_Vol2/. 1.7.5.2 Updated Information(July 10th, 2017):
Updated: July 10th, 2017
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Update Information

The terrain height level limit will be updated from 10 to maximum 20.

The widely used OBJ format for many 3D software can be imported into the engine.The OBJ format importing feature
is Beta version for now, so the models might not be displayed properly.
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